
Where is best?

When to start?

How often?

What techniques? What to revise?

WHAT EVERY STUDENT needs 

to know about REVISION



I WAS NEVER taught how to revise…

www.learningscientists.org

Find out more about the science behind your learning

The Learning Scientists are cognitive scientists who have 

researched how best students learn. 

It is as important to understand how you learn, as it is the 

content of each subject.  

At school, I was never taught how to revise, so you are a step 

ahead! If you use these strategies when studying, then it will 

support you well for future academic work.

To find out any more information about the six strategies in the 

booklet, then have a look at the Learning Scientists website on 

the link at the foot of this page.

ttps://www.learningscientists.org/
ttps://www.learningscientists.org/
ttps://www.learningscientists.org/


ALL OF YOUR revision questions answered

Where is best?

When to start?

How often?

What techniques? What to revise?

WHEN HOW WHERE

Spaced practice

Interleaving

Elaboration

Concrete examples

Retrieval practice

Dual coding

Calm

Neutral

Clutter free

This guide will provide answers to all of the questions below and give you methods of revision 

to help you revisit your previous learning to prepare for tests and exams. There is also a section 

at the end of this booklet for parents and carers so they can help you revise effectively.



WHEN IS THE best time to revise?

This WHEN section is not about planning revision timetables, there are 

examples of revision plans later in this booklet. Rather, below shows two 

techniques which can be used separately or together (for maximum effect), to 

plan effective revision. The first is Spaced Practice.

Spaced Practice

6 hours over two weeks is BETTER than 6 hours all at once

Review information from class but NOT straight away

Maths lesson on 

Tuesday, period 3

Give yourself 

some space!

Review the Maths 

from Tuesday

After reviewing the most recent class information make sure you go back 

and review older important information

Review the Maths 

from Tuesday and…
…maths from 

1 week ago…

…maths from 

1 month ago…

Why does Spaced Practice work?

This may seem difficult and you 

may struggle to remember some 

information. But don’t worry, this 

is a good thing. Spaced Practice 

forces you to retrieve 

information from your memory. 

And that’s where it needs to be.



WHEN IS THE best time to revise?

On the previous page you learnt about Spaced Practice. This looked at 

information from subjects and showed you how to space out your revision 

to ensure that it lodges in your long-term memory. Interleaving alongside 

Spaced Practice upgrades your revision to PREMIUM learning!

Interleaving 

During a revision session, switch topics. Don’t study one topic for too long.

Maths revision session

algebra geometry graphs

Go over the topics in a different order to strengthen your understanding.

Maths revision session 1

algebrageometry graphs

Maths revision session 2

algebra geometrygraphs

Maths revision session 3

geometrygraphs algebra

Make links between the topics as you switch between them.

geometry

algebra graphs

Why does Interleaving work?

Interleaving will feel 

harder than just studying 

a single topic. Don’t 

worry, the switching is 

helpful to your learning 

and long-term memory.

Spaced Practice Revision Interleaving + Spaced Practice Revision



HOW SHOULD YOU revise?

Knowing WHEN to revise based upon Spaced Practice and Interleaving is vital 

for successful revision but is only half the story. HOW you revise, choosing the 

most effective techniques to ensure that your learning sticks, is the key to 

your success. This next section is all about HOW you should revise. The ways 

to study being shared with you are designed to maximise your learning. Using 

the range of these techniques to suit the content you are studying and the 

time you have to revise are skills you will hone over time.

Retrieval Practice 

Put away exercise books and text books then write and sketch everything 

you know about a topic you want to revise. THEN check for accuracy against 

the exercise books and text books, IT IS VITAL YOU CHECK!

Put away resources Write Sketch Check

Take lots of practice tests. Create them yourself or swap with friends

Take lots of practice test Create your 

own tests

Swap with friends

Create flashcards and practice retrieving the information on them. Make 

links between the ideas and topics on the cards.

Create flashcards Make links between ideas 

and topics on the cards

Why does Retrieval Practice work?

Retrieval Practice works 

best when you check for 

accuracy. You also need to 

make sure that you recall 

ideas and links as well as 

words and definitions.
Check Recall ideas not just 

definitions and words



HOW SHOULD YOU revise?

Retrieval Practice will work for most topics, and is crucial when you are using 

Spaced Practice and Interleaving to plan your revision. If you like to talk things 

through while you revise then Elaboration will ensure that you focus on the right 

things to talk through. Elaboration is a useful technique to use with Retrieval 

Practice.  And if you revise with others, it will help focus your revision on the 

most effective learning.

Elaboration 

Ask yourself how and why things work. Find the answers in your revision 

materials. Discuss the answers with revision buddies.

How and why? Discuss with revision buddies

As you elaborate make connections between different ideas. Explain 

similarities and differences.

Make connections 

between ideas and topics

Explain similarities and differences

✓× ×

Link ideas and topics you are studying to you and your experiences. 

Keep making these connections.

Idea of a house Your own house

Why does Elaboration work?

Elaboration works best when you check 

the accuracy of your explanations against 

the original material.

Check



HOW SHOULD YOU revise?

Using Concrete Examples as part of your Elaboration will ensure that you 

consolidate the topics you are revising.  You can create the examples while 

revising on your own but Concrete Examples shared with your friends will 

provide additional benefits to your learning.

Concrete Examples 

Find examples that link with ideas and topics from class notes, your teacher 

and exercise books and collect them together.

Find examples which link 

to ideas and topics

Collect the examples together

Make links between the examples and the idea/topic you are studying so 

you understand how the example applies to the idea/topic.

Share examples with revision buddies and explain the examples

Idea/topic Example

Share Explain

Why do Concrete Examples work?

Concrete examples work if they are 

your own and relevant to you. However, 

do make sure they are correct examples; 

check with your teacher.
CheckRelevant to you



HOW SHOULD YOU revise?

Using visuals with words helps your revision stick. It lodges information in your 

long term memory as you take in both the visual representation of the idea or 

concept and the words explaining it. Use Dual Coding as a main method of your 

note taking, sketching and writing when using Retrieval Practice, Concrete 

Examples and Elaboration. 

Dual Coding

Look at your exercise books, text books and revision materials, look over 

the visuals and compare to the words.

Words  Visuals

Look at your visuals and explain in your own words what they mean.

Explain visuals in own words  

Take information you are trying to learn and draw visuals to go along with it

SketchInformation  New visuals

Why does Dual Coding work?

Dual Coding works when you look at visuals along with words. Try to come up 

with different ways to represent the information visually: Infographics, Diagrams, 

Cartoon Strips, Graphic Organisers, Timelines. Examples will be on the next few 

pages.

Infographic  Diagrams  Cartoon Strip  Graphic Organiser  Timelines  



Infographic  Diagrams  Cartoon Strip  Graphic Organiser  Timelines  

DUAL CODING examples

Identity
Family defines 
identity in Verona  

Passion
Impassioned 
violence results in 
two murders

Youth
The young lovers 
rush to wed after 
one day

Banishment
Romeo is banished 
from Verona for ever  

Sacrifice
Confronted with death 
the families reconcile

Identity
Faces concealed, 
Romeo and Juliet meet

Passion
After the tragedy 
the lovers still 
share the night

Youth
Driven by impulse 
they meet secretly 
at night

Banishment
Juliet seeks escape 
through pretend death

Sacrifice
In a double 
suicide the lovers 
sacrifice all

Romeo and Juliet

Themes through 
Day and Night



Infographic  Diagrams  Cartoon Strip  Graphic Organiser  Timelines  

DUAL CODING examples



Infographic  Diagrams  Cartoon Strip  Graphic Organiser  Timelines  

DUAL CODING examples



Infographic  Diagrams  Cartoon Strip  Graphic Organiser  Timelines  

DUAL CODING examples



Infographic  Diagrams  Cartoon Strip  Graphic Organiser  Timelines  

DUAL CODING examples



REVISION PLAN EXAMPLES

Here are two examples of revision timetables put together using Spaced 

Practice and Interleaving. The first is KS3 Science Y7 with the test on Friday 6 

March and the second for KS3 Y9 Maths, and Science with the tests at different 

times. 10 minutes was spent on each topic using retrieval practice, dual coding, 

concrete examples and elaboration. Both timetables were fairly short revision 

windows so the Spaced Practice is a little squeezed but the Interleaving works 

reasonably well.



RECIPE FOR EFFECTIVE revision

The table below shows very clearly what ingredients are needed for effective 

revision. The credit for this table goes to Kate Jones from her excellent book 

“RETRIEVAL PRACTICE Research & Resources for every classroom”. Her 

chapter on revision starts with the table below. This table will provide you 

with a simple way of deciding how effective your current revision strategies 

are and what you need to do to improve them.

Retrieval 

Practice

Spaced 

Practice + 

Interleaving

Motivation Support Attendance = Success

Retrieval 

Practice

Spaced 

Practice + 

Interleaving

Motivation Support Missing = Lower results

Retrieval 

Practice

Spaced 

Practice + 

Interleaving

Motivation Missing Attendance = Anxiety

Retrieval 

Practice

Spaced 

Practice + 

Interleaving

Missing Support Attendance = Under 

performance

Retrieval 

Practice

Missing Motivation Support Attendance = Cramming

Missing Spaced 

Practice + 

Interleaving

Motivation Support Attendance = Ineffective 

strategies

This booklet is not the only way to 

approach revision but it is based on 

strategies which have been proven 

by experts to be highly effective. 

Spaced Practice and Interleaving, 

together with the strategies centred 

around Retrieval Practice, 

Elaboration, Concrete Examples and 

fuelled by Dual Coding will ensure 

that WHEN you revise and HOW 

you revise are going to help you 

succeed. 

However, you need to be motivated, 

this can only come from you but will 

be boosted by those around you 

(teachers, parents and carers, friends 

and peers). You will also need support, 

from home and if it’s not going to be 

easy to revise at home, you will get 

support from your teachers at school, 

just ask them.  And crucially, you have 

to commit to the revision. Don’t skip 

days on your plan, you must attend to 

the revision. In other words be 

present and deal with it!



HOW CAN I help?

The last words of this booklet are for parents and carers.

If you find yourself struggling to support 

your child through their revision, having told 

them for the umpteenth time to knuckle 

down and revise. If you’ve bought yet 

another pack of highlighter pens so they can 

continue to plaster their exercise books in 

dayglow green and orange, if you’ve helped 

them plan yet another revision timetable 

because they’ve not managed to stick to the 

last eight iterations, and if you are trying to 

manage stress levels for all members of the 

family as the exam deadline looms, then all is 

not lost.

It’s an onerous task being the parent/carer of 

a revising student. Learning is messy and 

complicated and any help we can get with 

the process is most welcome. 

The content of this booklet is not simply 

about revision, rather it is promoting 

effective study habits that will stay with 

students throughout their lives. The more we 

can support young people in developing 

effective study habits, the better they will 

become at studying and performing in tests 

and exams.

HOWEVER, if you simply don’t have the 

time to go through every aspect of the 

booklet on your own but want to know 

what will make the biggest difference to your 

child’s revision then below is an infographic 

for you to use to help make you daughter’s 

revision more effective.

Go through this 

booklet together  
Help them plan their 

revision timetable

Keep them motivated

Make sure they 

stick to their plan 
Help them revise  Make sure they have a clam 

and peaceful place to revise

Make sure they eat well 

and don’t skip meals 

Make sure they get the 

right amount of sleep

Make sure they exercise

And don’t forget to build in some time for them to relax, with or without you!


